The honeypots have been in use since a long time, but the cost and the efforts associated is huge moreover the attacker may identify that it is interacting with honeypot and change his attack point. The concept of virtual honeypot was introduced to overcome above challenges. But, the security of virtual honeypots may also be compromised if the attacker bypasses the virtual system. To overcome this loophole, we have designed a system, in which we have introduced an IDS which is deployed after a virtual honeypot to provide extra security. The IDS system is designed specially to prevent the system form SQL injection attack by brute force methodology. The attacker is fed with fake information which is unknown by him and satisfies his quest for data. So, any non-legitimate user if bypasses the virtual honeypot is trapped in the IDS system and the database is secured. Keywords-Network Security, Honeypot, Virtual Honeypot, IDS I. INTRODUCTION Day-to-day everything will be online from shopping to ordering food, transferring money, opening bank accounts etc. So, the database will be huge in upcoming future which will also contain some critical information like Credit Card Details, Addresses, Name, Phone Number and this database is stored somewhere on cloud. As the database is large and also contains some critical information they possess a big cyber risk like intrusion by internet-enabled malicious entities also known as malware, various attacks, phishing etc. The servers can be hacked, moreover the data can be breached which may get into the wrong hands. Our Main Aim of this project is to preclude any network intruder activity on all cloud based servers.
transmission. HIDS are more focused on the local machines changing aspect compared to the NIDS. NIDS focus more greatly on the network those specific hosts themselves. HIDS is also more platforms specific and caters strongly in the windows market of the computing world however there are products available that function in the UNIX and other OS topology environments.
Network Based Intrusion Detection System (NBIDS) is an independent platform that identifies intrusions by examining network traffic and monitors multiple hosts. NIDS gain access to network traffic by connecting to a network hub. Host-based intrusion detection system (HIDS) consists of an agent on a host that identifies intrusions by analyzing system calls, application logs, file-system modifications (binaries, password files, capability databases, Access control lists, etc.) and other host activities. Stack-based intrusion detection system (SIDS) consists of an evolution to the HIDS systems. The packets are examined as they go through the TCP/IP stack and, therefore, it is not necessary for them to work with the network interface in promiscuous mode. This fact makes its implementation to be dependent on the Operating System that is being used. We are using NIDS (Network Intrusion Detection System) in our project.
In this project, we have created a virtual honeypot, which helps in hiding the IP address of the actual server, which keeps the server safe as the attacks will target actual server. We are also using Intrusion Detection System (IDS) in combination with Virtual Honeypots. IDS is basically a system which detects the malicious intrusion's in the system. We are using IDS to identify the fake login by brute-force technique or by SQL injection.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows Part II Provides the background study done. The implementation details are explained in Part III. And conclusion is provided in Part IV.
II.
BACKGROUND STUDY Quang Duy La, Tony Q. S. Quek and Jemin Lee have implemented Bayesian game theory to defend against attacks in honeypot enable network. Through this model, the defender can mix up his/her strategy while keeping the attacker's success rate low [1] . In this paper behavior of attacker investigate and does not guarantee complete defense against new attacks.
Distributed denial of service(DDos) becomes a challenging in the network at multi-level [2] . To overcome from this problem, Ant colony optimization technique is used. This paper talks about various type of attacks that can be detected in simulated network environment. Intuition detection system(IDs) provides a layer of defence, Network intrusion detection system(NIDS) placed at a strategic point or a point within the network while Host intrusion detection system(HIDS) monitors inbound and outbound packet from the device [2] . In this paper, we proposed combines specific features of Intrusion-Detection-System(IDS), Intrusion-Prevention-System(IPS) and Honeypot for better protection and security against attackers [3] . The system which we have proposed is a single package consisting of all these modules (i.e. IDS, IPS and Honeypot), this reduces the complexity of installing the module separately. IDS manage all logs, later on the basis of that logs, System Administrator monitor all the activity of attackers. In this paper analyzing the information that has been collected from previous Honeypot with similar threats for new type of attacks.
Dr.K.V.Kulhalli and S.R.Khot have implemented and evaluated a strong Intrusion Detection System using Honeypot Deception, which is a Network based IDS(NBIDS) [4] .In this, Anomaly based and Rule based Intrusion Detection done by IDS. Network Based Intrusion Detection System (NBIDS) identifies intrusions by examining network traffic and monitors multiple hosts [4] . The NBIIDS designed is very user friendly.
With the development of network attack techniques, every host on the Internet has become the target of malicious attacks. For current network security, most use intrusion detection system and firewall technology, but as a passive defence technique. Later Honeypot as a new active defence theory was invented. Honeypot technology proactively detect and response to network intrusion and attacks [5] [5] . Honeypot and traditional security system combined and act as a active network security protection protection system. Honeypot technology uses active defense strategies for better security. More than one Honeypot on the same network form a Honeynet. Honeynet is usually a part of large network intrusion detection systems. Honeynet is represent the extreme research of Honeypot. Honeypots are positioned to become a key tool to defend against hacker attacks it's a way to spy on the enemy.
Automatic SNORT IDS Rule Generation Based on Honeypot Log, the main objective of this paper is to integrate Honeypot and IDS. In this we can generate and activate snort rule automatically babes on the data sending by server (Honepot server) [6] . The new technic is gift during this paper, protea can collect the info, send the info to IDS, so IDS can assess and generate the principles mechanically. Rule that has been created are going to be active to filter packets sent by the user on the network. Honeypot may be a server that's put in to be the target of the attackers. In our analysis, we tend to implement low interaction king protea exploitation honeyd in order that the attack wouldn't hurt the original/production server. Any information that's entered into the king protea system are recorded for additional analysis.
Honeypot-Based Intrusion Detection System, this paper basically analyses performance, as we know that day by day, Attack on the internet keep increasing and it cause harm to our security system. Honeypot is the proactive defense technology. This paper proposes a Honeypot based model, in which IDS is use to grab useful data of attackers [7] . To detect black-hat attacker, user should up to date with the hacker's innovations. Honeypots can be used for various purposes such as prevention, detection, and information collecting about network threats [7] . It was found that most of the attacks were on TCP/IP protocols. To attempt a denial of service (DoS) attack on the host by sending large number of UDP packets, the attacker used Trojan which floods the UDP packets in a network [7] .
Dr. S.Vijayarani1 and Ms. Maria Sylviaa.S have implemented detailed study of intrusion detection system. This main objective of this paper is to supply an entire study concerning the definition of intrusion detection, history, life cycle, kinds of intrusion detection ways, kinds of attacks, completely different tools and techniques, analysis desires, challenges and applications. In instances, the fields like business, financial, industry, security and attention sectors the computer network and WAN applications have progressed. All of those application areas created the network a lovely target for the abuse and an enormous vulnerability for the community. Malicious users or hackers use the organization's internal systems to gather information's and cause vulnerabilities like code bugs, lapse in administration, going away systems to default configuration [9, 9] . An Intrusion bar System may be a network security bar technology that audits network traffic flows to observe and stop vulnerability exploits. There square measure two kinds of bar system they're Network (NIPS) and Host (HIPS). These systems watch the network traffic and mechanically take actions to guard networks and systems. Large data size, higher dimensionality, data preprocessing are technical challenges face in this paper. Cloud data confidentiality, attacks on remote server, cloud security auditing, lack of data interoperability are security issue in cloud computing.
III. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
A honeypot system is used to track all the network activity in small to medium sized networks. As the size of the network grows, it becomes a burden on the honeypot to monitor all the active nodes and parallelly generate logs regarding the network activity.
The size of the network considered for implementation purpose is a LAN (Local Area Network); that has a limited set of devices connected to at any given time including the honeypot system. The IP (Internet Protocol) addresses used by the devices in this system have been statically allocated previously before the actual implementation.
We have considered two devices that will be used to access the application server which resides on a different machine. The honeypot will act as a middle-ware in this proposed system that will communicate with the client and website application server.
Entities considered in our system: Two clients namely Client1 and Client2 A middle-ware Honeypot system having a pair of IP addresses Server1 which will be executing a website application Let us assume that Client1 has an IP address 192.168.1.1 and Client2 has an IP address 192.168.1.2 and both of them want to access the website application which has been running on Server1. The Server1 has an IP address of 192.168.1.6 and coupled with port number 8080 is used to run the website application.
The honeypot has a set of IP addresses, an original IP address of the honeypot system itself and a Fake IP address that was created to mask the original identity of the honeypot system. For the sake of simpler understanding we can consider that the honeypot has a Fake IP as 192.168.1.5 and a genuine IP address 192.168.1.3 and uses port number 8080.
Whenever a device wants to communicate with the website application, a request will be made using the Client's IP address to the honeypot system's fake IP address. The honeypot in turn will fetch the website application data using the actual IP address of the system. This entire process will be opaque to the Client as the existence of the Honeypot will drive the attacker away from the website he/she was trying to attack in the first place.
The honeypot has a configuration file that stores the following:
IP address Port Number Forward Path
When the communication is started with the client, the honeypot will get a request from the clients via the fake IP address. This request is checked with the data from the configuration file. Depending upon the type of request that arrives, the configuration file has a forwarding path of the destination. The request will then be redirected to the website application that is running on the server. The principle advantage of using the configuration file for a closed system is that, whenever a new device connects to the local network, the IP address can be tracked with ease as compared to medium or large networks where the IP addresses are constantly changing. One of the main advantages of using the honeypot system is the creation of logs. A log is report of all the activities encountered by the honeypot on the system. The log can be generated by the system and be used by the system administrator to monitor network activity while also checking for malicious requests from unknown sources. The log data that can be monitored. Client1(192.168.1.1) and Client2(192.168.1.2) will send a request the honepot using the Fake IP address(192.168.1.5). Using the information from the configuration file, the honeypot will issue a redirect using the original IP address(192.168.1.3:8085) to the website application at address 192.168.1.6:8085. As this process takes place, simultaneously logs are written that will be used to monitor the network at present and in the later future.
If by any chance the Client does turn out to be an attacker, their first attempt will be to attack the website application. But since all the request are processed using the fake IP address of the honeypot, the attacker will not hands on any information. Another possibility is that even if the attacker does find the original IP address of the honeypot system which is used for the actual data exchange, the honeypot system can be switched off using the buttons provided and the website will become disabled. The attacker will ultimately waste his/her precious time and resources to access the data which is well hidden from any external entities. The last hypothetical scenario that can be better visualized, where the attacker penetrates the website to get the user information from the database, he/she will try to bypass the login details or try all possible combinations to correctly access the personal information.
An IDS (Intrusion Detection System) has also been setup in the website environment that can stop the attacker from penetrating to all levels of user information. The most common forms of attacks that can be used are SQL Injection, and Brute Force approach. If the real user tries to login to the website, just entering the right credentials will grant access to the website services. But on the contrary, if the attacker tries to access it, an attack can be used to break the authentication mechanisms of the website to reveal the actual data. SQL Injection is one of the most common approaches of breaking login forms. Most of the websites use a SQL (Structured Query Language) database to store standard, structured data of the website such as Account Details, Password Details etc. If the attacker can gather sufficient information on the background schema of the website such as the databases used, servers employed etc, attacking the website becomes relatively easy.
To tackle the problem of SQL injection, if strings 'OR' or '1=1' are entered in places of user name or password SQL injection is detected.
Brute Force approach is used by writing automated scripts that will try all possible username and password combinations for the given login. When a correct login is found, access is granted. Brute Force is a long process that requires extensive hardware processing capabilities. If the attacker uses this approach, then the login button will disable after 5 unsuccessful attempts and no further combinations can be tried further.
A "Download" button is placed on the website that will allow users to download a copy of the data. But if the attacker penetrates the login credentials using SQL Injection, still after clicking the "Download" button, fake copy of the data will be downloaded.
The attacker in pursuit of the data will definitely think that the file obtained has credible information but is actually a fake file. Thus, both goals are achieved, data is also secure while the attacker thinks he/she has obtained all the information.
V.CONCLUSION
We have made the use of virtual honeypot in combination with IDS system to prevent the access of non-legitimate users from accessing database. Both the systems individually cannot prevent the attacks introduced every day, so a combination of both makes the system more redundant. The virtual honeypot makes it impossible to get the IP address of the server. The main challenge lies in securing the network from the users end as it is the point from where most attacks can be initiated.
